
 

 
  
 

 
 

 

 

 
-ew Word Family List 

blew    flew    slew 

brew    grew   spew 

chew *   knew   stew 

crew    mew    threw 

dew    new  

drew    pew  

few    screw  

      



 

  

A Bad Hair Day 
(Tune: Row, Row, Row Your Boat) 

Cherry Carl 

  

Johnny chews some gum in school. 

He disobeys the rule! 

Now there’s gum on Teacher’s chair, 

and some in Johnny’s hair! 

 He chews, chews, chews his gum. 

He pulls it with his thumb. 

Now his gum is everywhere, 

but most is in his hair! 

 

 



 

                                        

                                                             
 

 

blew  chew  

drew  grew  

new  chew  

blew  threw  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

  

 
 

Cut and Paste: ew 
 



 

              Cloze the Gap! (ew) 
Read the following sentences, saying the word “chew” when 

you come to a blank space. Use words from the ew family to 

fill in the blanks and make sense. Reread your sentences to 

double check your choices!  
  

1. When we go to church we sit in the same       . 

2. Mom, I       all of the answers on my test! 

3. Grandma always says to      with my mouth closed! 

4. Boy! The wind sure         last night! 

5. We made some      friends during our vacation. 

6. My sister sold a      boxes of Girl Scout cookies. 

7. Our class      beans for our science project. 

8. I      a pretty picture on my Mother’s Day card.  

9. The pitcher        the ball and made an out! 

10. My family       to New York to see Grandpa. 

11. We had beef         for dinner last night. 

12. A        is my favorite kind of nut. 

Word Bank 
grew  pew     threw   knew  flew  

 few   drew    new   blew  chew  

 stew   cashew 

 



 

Crossword Puzzle: ew 
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Across Down 
1.   what the wind did in the storm  1.   to make tea 

3.   past tense of fly  2.   past tense of throw 

5.   past tense of grow  3.   not many 

7.   the opposite of old  4.   a group of people who work on a ship 

8.   past tense of draw  6.   past tense of know 

9.   the sound of a kitten  8.   a word that sounds like do and due 

 10.  what you do with gum  
 

 
 

Word Bank 

     brew  mew  blew  new  chew  crew  dew 

     drew  grew  few  threw flew  knew   

  

      

 



 

 

See, Say, Spell and Write 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mew 


